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NEAR ME 101:  
A Checklist to Turn  
ONLINE Searches Into  
IN-STORE Conversions

of searches today have a local intent, but 
typically without a specific business in mind.

Hence, when customers are looking for a 
store or service in their immediate vicinity, it’s 
essential to be seen and found at the right time.

More than 50%

But, is just being  
found enough? 
The answer is NO. 

You must attract and engage your 
customers to drive conversions. 

This is only possible with a great customer 
experience offered right from their ‘search 
action’ to the ultimate ‘purchase action.’

presents an outline of the critical elements of the ‘near me’ customer experience, so that  
you are not only visible online but also able to drive conversions at your store locations.

The following checklist

60% prospective customers check if a product is available at a  
store before visiting

Action: Use your Product and Catalogue editor on GMB to help customers see your 
inventory and make decisions about visiting your store.

11% more local engagements took place in 2020 via GMB, despite the 
pandemic

Action: Keep your listings updated with information on business hours, holidays, 
store pick up facilities, COVID regulations etc, so that customers are clued in at 
all times.

Click through rates can potentially increase by 160% over organic  
GMB page with local ads

Action: Invest in targeted ads directed towards motivated local customers  
that are highly likely to convert.

42% more direction requests take place for businesses that add photos.

Action: Build brand awareness, engagement and trust by adding high-quality 
images to your GMB page. Encourage customers to add images from their visits as 
well.

88% of those who do a local search on their smartphone visit a store within a day.

Action: Integrate with maps and build locator pages for your business to enable 
customers to navigate to your store without difficulty.

38% of US & UK customers feel it is ‘extremely important’ to be able  
to text a business.

Action: Utilise instant-messaging tools such as GMB messenger or even your website 
chat to enable real-time communication with customers and prospects.

84% of consumers trust online reviews as much as personal recommendations

Action: Put a reputation management programme in place, respond to reviews 
and indicate improvement plans in case you receive negative reviews. 

50% of all searches are zero-click searches

Action: List your business on all relevant sites and directories and ensure it is well 
reviewed to rank in the local pack. Your Google My Business (GMB) profile should 
also be fully populated to improve your “zero-click” exposure.

PUBLISH INVENTORY

SHARE REGULAR UPDATES

USE LOCAL ADS, GRAB ATTENTION

ADD IMAGES

LEAD THEM TO YOU

ENABLE REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS

BUILD SOCIAL PROOF

NEW RULES OF SHOWING UP

This document compiles data from Uberall customer accounts, Uberall market surveys, data 
published by Google, ThinkwithGoogle, Hubspot, Inc.com and sparktoro.com. If you find it 
useful, please feel free to share it with your colleagues and within your professional networks.

If you want to know more about how Uberall can 
work with you to streamline customer experience 
for your prospects, visit us here.
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